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Buttplate SPACER fitting instructions 
 
To fit your spacer to your buttplate or stock start off by tracing your buttplate / stock onto the 
spacing material using a mechanical pencil. The initial removal of material from the spacer  can 
be done by either using a pair of heavy-duty scissors, tin snips for Shears of some sort. You can 
also use a utility knife or if you have a belt sander you can stand the material down within a 1/16 
of an inch or so  to the line that you traced.  (If you are using scissors don't close the scissors all 
the way when cutting because there's a potential for  the plastic to crack right and very tip of the 
scissors when they close).  If you cut the initial material away and want to get closer to the 
outline, use  a piece of sandpaper around 100 to 220 Grit and drag the spacer across the 
sandpaper on a flat surface to get down on the line. 
 At  this point you want to place the buttplate  on top of the spacer to locate the center of  your 
screw holes.  Easiest way to do this is find a pointy object, usually a drill bit of some sort that is 
the exact diameter of the hole in your buttplate. Clamp the buttplate and spacer together on a 
table top and place  the drill bit into the screw hole in your  buttplate.With light pressure give it a 
couple turns by hand so it marks the spacer below with the center point.. You can then use a 
drill bit that is slightly larger than the diameter of your screws to drill your hole in the spacer. 
After the holes are drilled, place your butt plate screws in your butt plate through the spacer and 
Trace butt plate one more time for the final outline.(I find that using a different color on the 2nd 
outline really helps)  Sand down until spacer has a satisfactory fit then finish off the edges with a 
fine grit sandpaper (300+) 
Note: Don’t sand all the way down until AFTER you drill your holes in the spacer. That will leave 
you a little wiggle room if the holes are not exact. 
 
 If you are fitting a new buttplate AND spacer to your stock then follow these instructions 
through the hole drilling then fit the spacer along with the buttplate.   
 

 

TO ADD WHITE SPACER FOR BUTTPLATES WHEN PLACING AN ORDER ONLINE: 
 
You also have a choice below on the drop down menu to add a white buttplate spacer blank to 
your order. It is a 5 ½ inch x 2 inch spacer that will come with a set of  printed instructions 
detailing how to fit the spacer to your buttplate and stock. You can also print the fitting 
instructions out by visiting the information library from the home screen. 
 

https://homesteadparts.com/shop/buttplate-white-buttplate-spacer-p-2842.html?cPath=87_89  


